Half day excursion

Temple of Heaven

Gather in BNU about 1:30 pm. and head out to Temple of Heaven, the ancient Chinese loyal building for sacrificing, the sights of Circular Mound Altar, Imperial Heavenly Vault, Altar of Prayer for Grain are including. (duration of the time is about 1 hour)

The Office of Divine Music, the building of the Temple Of Heaven, with a total area of 600 square meter, was build at 1754 (Qing Dynasty) and used as a music hall to perform musical events. Nowadays, is also being used as a musical exhibition centre.

Music show at 14:30, 15:30 (about 15 minutes)

Shopping center: Hongqiao Market and Silk Shop

Hongqiao Market, established in 1979, is famous for its rich variety of commodities, Reliable quality and reasonable price. The market has already served millions of customers, 20% of them are the leaders of nations, diplomatic envoys and international friends.

After dinner with Beijing Roast Duck, Beijing opera show is provided in Liyuan Theater. (about 1.5 hours)
After sightseeing of night views back to Hotel about 9:30 pm. and finish the journey!

Price:
330 ¥/Person (30 person and up)

Services Including:
Air-Conditioned tour bus; Admission fee; English tour guide; Dinner, Beijing Opera; Insurance